folding bassinet

Safety

IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE AND RETAIN FOR FUTURE
REFERENCE. IN ORDER THAT THE STAND YOU HAVE PURCHASED MAY BE SAFELY USED THE
FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS MUST BE FOLLOWED.
WARNING: KEEP THE PLASTIC BAG AWAY FROM CHILDREN TO AVOID SUFFOCATION.

Do not use the product if any part is broken, torn or missing.
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The recommended mattress for this product is The Sleep Store Folding
Crib mattress (73cm x 35cm).

Young children should not be allowed to play unsupervised in the vicinity
of the product.

The product should not be used if any parts are lost or damaged.
Do not add another mattress on top of the mattress provided or
recommended by The Sleep Store as this could cause an uneven base.

Ensure that the product is used on a horizontal floor.
All assembly fittings should always be tightened properly and securely.

Only use replacement parts supplied or approved by the manufacturer.

WARNING: Ensure the product is in the locked position when leaving a
child unsupervised in it.

Do not attach anything to the product which may affect its stability.
Do not place the product near an open fire or other sources of strong
heat.

Do not allow pets or other children near the product.
Maximum recommended weight of child: 9kg or when the child can sit,
kneel or pull itself up.

When not in use the product should be stored away from children.
All assembly fittings should always be tightened properly and care
should be taken that no screws are loose, because a child could trap
parts of the body or clothing (e.g. strings, necklaces, ribbons for babies
dummies), which could pose a risk of suffocation and strangulation.

Sleep aids are not recommended for this product following the Lullaby
Trust guidelines. Only use the mattress specifically recommended for this
product. Please visit the Lullaby Trust’s website for further information.
No objects or toys are to be left in the product as they could increase the
risk of suffocation, strangulation or provide a footrest.

Stand should be wiped clean only. Do not clean with abrasive,ammonia
or bleach based products. Dressing to be cleaned following the care
label instructions.

Do not move the bassinet while the baby is inside.

Dispose of all packaging safely before use.

The upper surface of any mattress used should be at least 200mm from
the upper edge of the product sides in its higher position.
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Parts Checklist
Lock Bolts
x2

Small Bolts
x2

Large Bolts
x8

Barrel Nuts
x8
Cross Bar A x2
(Short)

Cross Bar B x2
(Long)

Leg C x1
(has screw inserts)

Base Panel G x1

Leg D x1
(has screw inserts)

Leg E x1

Leg F x1

Fabric Brace
Straps x2

Foam
Mattress x1

Fabric
Basket x1

Tools
Required

Cross head screwdriver
(not included)

Allen Key
(included)
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Attach Short Cross Bars A to Legs C and D as shown
using 4 x Barrel Nuts and 4 x Large Bolts.

!

Ensure that the screw inserts are facing outwards.
Large Bolt
x1

Large Bolt
x1

Leg C
Barrel Nut
x1

Barrel Nut
x1

Short Cross Bar A

Barrel Nut
x1

Large Bolt
x1

Short Cross Bar A
Leg D

Barrel Nut
x1

!
Screw inserts
facing outwards

Large Bolt
x1

2

Attach Long Cross Bars B to Legs E and F as shown
using 4 x Barrel Nuts and 4 x Large Bolts.
Large Bolt
x1
Large Bolt
x1

Leg E

Barrel Nut
x1

Barrel Nut
x1

Long Cross Bar B

Barrel Nut
x1
Long Cross Bar B
Large Bolt
x1

Barrel Nut
x1
Leg F

Large Bolt
x1
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Position assembled section 1 inside assembled section 2 creating an ‘X’ shape. Ensure that the
angled end of each leg sits flat on the floor. Line up the central (upper) holes in the legs and use
2 x Short Bolts to secure.
Now insert 2 x Lock Bolts into the
second (lower) hole to lock the legs in
position. These lock bolts can be
removed in order to fold and store the
product.

Small Bolt x1

! Lock Bolt x1 (Lower hole)

Cross Bar

When the assembly is standing up and
locked with the Lock Bolts, adjust the
cross bars so that they are parallel with
the floor and not twisted by loosening
the end bolts slightly and twisting the
cross bar, then re-tighten the bolts.
Small Bolt x1
Cross Bar
Lock Bolt x1

! Lower hole
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Undo the top bolt of each leg one at a time and slide the loops at each end of the Fabric Brace
Straps over the cross bars A and B. Work on one corner at a time and immediately secure the
bolt back in place before moving on to the next corner.

!

The straps are important and will add extra tension and support to the product.

Slide fabric brace
strap over cross bar

Cross bar

Loosen
bolt

!

As in step 3, ensure the cross bars
are parallel with the floor and not
twisted.
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Place the fabric basket centrally within the product assembly and wrap the zipped flaps over the
top of each cross bar and close the zip underneath.

Zip
Zip
Repeat at each end wrapping the flaps
over the cross bars and fabric brace
straps, closing the zip underneath.
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Insert Base Panel G into the bottom of the basket, followed by the Foam Mattress
The product can be folded for storage and transport simply by removing the Locking Bolts at each
end and closing the legs together, the basket will fold at the same time, there is no need to
dismantle the product.
Keep the locking bolts safe during storage by screwing them back into their positions.

Mattress

Base Panel G

Customer Care
If you have a problem with this product or require replacement parts, please contact
The Sleep Store on the details below.
New Zealand
Phone: (09) 816-8706
Email: enquiries@thesleepstore.co.nz
Australia
Phone: 1800 - 630216
Email: enquiries@thesleepstore.co.nz
The Sleep Store Limited
31 Portage Road, New Lynn, Auckland, 0600, New Zealand.
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